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Why?

Painting Justus Sustermans (wikipedia)



Negotiating a 
Career in 
Physics

PC: Sean Caroll’s blog



What is your physics 
identity?

Very quickly we reach the semiclassical regime.
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The Female Physicist



The world is not a perfect 
place

• European Commission Conference on Women in Science 
(2000)


• Londa Schiebinger- What difference do women bring to 
Science-in Medicine inclusion of more women has 
ensured more research in women related health concerns


• Christine Wenneras-The Medical establishment in 
Sweden suggested recruiting women was less prestigious



Women in Physics in 
Canada
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Women in Sciences: Canadian Association of 
University Teachers Almanac (2013-2014)



From India

(2006: Godbole and Ramaswamy)



Where are the women 
physicists?

Turkey ICWIP (2014)



Unpopular
Number of students enrolled or writing provincial exams in Grade 
12 , secondary 5 and Cegep 2013 (NSERC Report in 2017)



The Human Brain

M. Lotze et al (2019)



Stereotype Threat

S. J. Spencer, C. M. Steele, D. M. Quinn (1999) P. Huguet and I. Regner (2007) 



Similar Test in Physics Class rooms 
(312 physics students in school)

• Nullified Stereotype (students told girls and boys perform 
equally)


• Implicit Stereotype (no prior information to students) 


• Explicit Stereotype (students told boys perform better)


• The performance of boys in implicit and explicit 
conditions is better than the girls, but the performance of 
both the genders is same in the nullified stereotype room

G. C. Marchand and G. Tasoobshirazi  (2013)



Eric Mazur’s Peer 
Instruction

• Physics is taught in an interactive way and peer discussions are 
encouraged.


• The girls and boys perform equally in peer instructed courses 


• However this gender parity could not be achieved in another 
University using peer instruction methods, so this experiment 
could not be confirmed


• Physics problems have yet to be assigned in gender neutral 
language.


• Equal scores have been achieved in Math tests using `gender 
sensitive’ math problems



Feminism

Vindication of the rights of women 
(18th Century)

Book of the City of Ladies (15th Century)

Suffragette Movement (19th Century)

pc: https://www.nwhm.org/html/support/events/depizan/depizan.html

Wikipedia; Encyclopedia Britannica

https://www.nwhm.org/html/support/events/depizan/depizan.html
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AGRICULTURE AND 
PATRIARCHY

This gradual decline of the status of women in the river valley 
civilizations has been attributed to agriculture. A clear 
correlation has been found between the regions which adopted 
plough agriculture and the status of women in that society. The 
correlation between the decline of female participation in 
labour force and the use of plough in agriculture is very strong 
(0.86) .

In ethnographic data from shifting agriculture based 
communities, the discrimination against women is lower.

A. Alesina, P. Guiliano, N. Nunn  (2011)



Women and War
Women in ancient Egypt participated in war, and Egyptian queens led 
armies from the front. In later periods every region of the world has 
stories of women who have taken up arms and fought `enemies' on 
battle field. 

Women are capable of fighting, and in the current status of liberal 
feminism, modern armies have women contingents in the infantry, navy 
and airforce. But it is a profession women are indeed very under-
represented. Women comprise about 14% of the US army active
deployed forces. Canadian women also comprise around 14.8% of the 
armed forces.



Women in Power and 
Leadership

• Politics of peace is as important as the politics of war 
Ursula Franklin


•



Women and Cognition

In Math

psychological experiments. Recent meta-analysis shows that there is very little dif-
ference in cognition in maths between girls and boys, though the di↵erence tends to
increase with age, and career level. According to [49] if one takes the ‘d’ index in a
meta-analysis as

d =
M � F

�
where M is the male average score and F is the female average score and � is the
standard variance in that sample d = 0.0065 for girls and boys in math and d = �.11
in reading for the same age group. So in some sense the stereotype that boys are
better at math and girls are better at reading is ‘not almost true’. In later chapters
we shall discuss some surveys of tutors at the local region and what they perceive
as di↵erence between the way boys and girls approach math, and mostly agree that
there is not much di↵erence. In fact if we take the ‘d’ factors broken down into
categories as in [50], then Mathematics Computation d = �0.14, in Mathematical
concepts d = �0.03 and Mathematics problem solving d=0.08. Obviously the first
two are slightly skewed in favour of the female sex. In the next I shall discuss some
very interesting results from Kimura [48] from the early 1990’s. Most of these results
are still stable against new work. In that work, Kimura clearly points to the im-
portance of the hormone testosterone in bringing out di↵erences in cognition. Men
with greater levels of testosterone have lesser math cognition than men with lesser
level of testosterone. There is a clear correlation between the levels of testosterone
and aggressiveness and this has been studied in social psychology and behavioural
experiments in great details. Kimura finds some correlation of levels of testosterone
with performance in math tests. Thus aggressiveness and math cognition seems
inversely correlated for males.

Spatial Skills

One aspect of cognition which has been discussed by researchers has been the di↵er-
ence in spatial skills of the male and the female brain. In meta-analysis reported in
[49], it has been observed that d=0.56 for the skill of mentally rotating in 3d. The
test illustrated in Figure (3.1) is a spatial skill rotation test, and men are found to
be better at this skill than women. However, spatial skill can be acquired through
training, and though the average in samples shows men with more spatial skills than
women, a significant number of women are more skilled than men. Sheryl Sorby is
a professor at Ohio State University, and her course on Spatial Visualization trains
both men and women in solving spatial problems. Spatial skills are mainly required
for engineering, designing, rather than abstract mathematical reasoning. At Ohio
state University retention of female students in engineering courses increased by
20-30% due to the course [51].
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In Mathematics Computation

In Mathematical Concepts

In Problem Solving

d-Index

J. S. Hyde (2005)



Spatial Skills

psychological experiments. Recent meta-analysis shows that there is very little dif-
ference in cognition in maths between girls and boys, though the di↵erence tends to
increase with age, and career level. According to [49] if one takes the ‘d’ index in a
meta-analysis as

d =
M � F

�
where M is the male average score and F is the female average score and � is the
standard variance in that sample d = 0.0065 for girls and boys in math and d = �.11
in reading for the same age group. So in some sense the stereotype that boys are
better at math and girls are better at reading is ‘not almost true’. In later chapters
we shall discuss some surveys of tutors at the local region and what they perceive
as di↵erence between the way boys and girls approach math, and mostly agree that
there is not much di↵erence. In fact if we take the ‘d’ factors broken down into
categories as in [50], then Mathematics Computation d = �0.14, in Mathematical
concepts d = �0.03 and Mathematics problem solving d=0.08. Obviously the first
two are slightly skewed in favour of the female sex. In the next I shall discuss some
very interesting results from Kimura [48] from the early 1990’s. Most of these results
are still stable against new work. In that work, Kimura clearly points to the im-
portance of the hormone testosterone in bringing out di↵erences in cognition. Men
with greater levels of testosterone have lesser math cognition than men with lesser
level of testosterone. There is a clear correlation between the levels of testosterone
and aggressiveness and this has been studied in social psychology and behavioural
experiments in great details. Kimura finds some correlation of levels of testosterone
with performance in math tests. Thus aggressiveness and math cognition seems
inversely correlated for males.

Spatial Skills

One aspect of cognition which has been discussed by researchers has been the di↵er-
ence in spatial skills of the male and the female brain. In meta-analysis reported in
[49], it has been observed that d=0.56 for the skill of mentally rotating in 3d. The
test illustrated in Figure (3.1) is a spatial skill rotation test, and men are found to
be better at this skill than women. However, spatial skill can be acquired through
training, and though the average in samples shows men with more spatial skills than
women, a significant number of women are more skilled than men. Sheryl Sorby is
a professor at Ohio State University, and her course on Spatial Visualization trains
both men and women in solving spatial problems. Spatial skills are mainly required
for engineering, designing, rather than abstract mathematical reasoning. At Ohio
state University retention of female students in engineering courses increased by
20-30% due to the course [51].

Sheryl Sorby Nautilus
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This skill can be acquired through training; A course in spatial skills increased the 
retention of female students in engineering courses by 30%

Where is the B in the Cube?



Why are women not 
studying physics?

• There are very few women in Physics


• Not yet anyone of the status of Newton and Einstein

• Virginia Woolf asks this question in her famous essay `Room of ones 
Own’ and `Three Guineas’ (early 20th Century)

• ‘You will not produce a big Newton until you have produced a 
considerable number of lesser Newtons’ 

• “it is not education that is needed. It is that women should have liberty 
of experience, that they should differ from men without fear and 
express their difference openly”



Masculine/Feminine
1. Objective / Subjective
2. Quantitative / Qualitative
3. Rational / Emotional
4. Detached / Personal
5. Logical / Intuitive
6. Abstract / Concrete
7. Theoretical / Practical
8. In the lab / In the every day
9. Elite / Accessible
10. Authoritative / Egalitarian
11. Value-free / Value-laden
12. Universal / Local 
Feminist Physics Education: Deconstructed Physics Education and Multiple Subjectivities' by D. C. Jammula (2015), University of Columbia



Multiple Subjectivities



Gender and Physics
• Physics is the study of matter and it’s interactions; what 

does gender which is a social construct have to do with 
physics ?


• What is Gender: 
• the state of being male or female (typically used with reference 

to social and cultural differences rather than biological ones).—
Wikipedia

• Body 

• Identity 

• Expression

• Gender Roles: Feminine->gentleness, empathy, 
sensitiveness

• Gender Roles: Masculine->Aggressiveness, Independence, 
Courage
• Where in the Gender Spectrum should the culture and 

practice of physics be?



Modern Physics
• Newtonian Mechanics
• Maxwell’s Equations
• General Relativity
• Quantum Physics
• Nuclear Physics

•Deconstructing the Universe
•
• CMB
• WMAP
• X-ray telescope
• Event Horizon Telescope
• BioPhysics
• Neurophysics
• Econophysics
• Medical Physics

•COMPLEXITY AND NONLINEARITY

S. Kauffman  
“A world beyond Physics:  

The emergence and evolution of 
life” (2019)



Applied Physics
• Light Bulb 


• Steam Engine


• Nuclear Energy


• Atomic/Nuclear Bombs


• Fusion Energy 


• Batteries  



Nuclear Energy

• 1895-1945 -Radioactivity, Fission 

• 1939-1945 –Accelerated research with focus on 
developing the atom bomb 

• 1945- Use of Nuclear Physics for Peaceful purposes 
like electricity 

• 1956-Building `reliable power plants’

www.world-nuclear.org



Nuclear Activism
• In 1961 50,000 women marched for `Women Strike for Peace’ in 60 cities 

all over the world

• In 1963 the `Partial Test Ban Treaty’ prohibiting atmospheric nuclear ban 

treaty

• In 1975 a proposed Nuclear Power plant in Wyhl, Germany was cancelled 

due to anti-nuclear protests

• In 1982 one million people protested Nuclear Weapons and Cold War 

Arms race in New York

• In 2008 the international conference of nuclear disarmament happened 

under the leadership of Norway 

• Germany led by Angela Markel has decided on a complete phase out of 

the Nuclear power plants in this decade.

• Nobel Peace prize in 2017 went to International Campaign to Abolish 

Nuclear Weapons (ICAN)




Gender and Leadership
• There are great leaders and there are great women 

leaders


• Political Thinkers, Scientific Pioneers, Inventors

La Tour



MARIE CURIE
 She had an obsessive quality which kept her dedicated to her research. 
This helped her discover the new elements of polonium and radium. She had 
scientific vision, and had started the project on radioactivity herself, before 
Pierre Curie joined her. 
She also showed great resilience in building a career in physics, as her homeland
Poland did not allow women in education. She faced great discrimination even in
France her adopted homeland. If it had not been for Pierre Curie, who refused to
accept the Noble prize without her, the Nobel committee would have overlooked
her. She went to win a second Nobel prize in Chemistry in 1912. Her leadership
skills emerged when she served in the war as the director of Red Cross Radiology
Services, and also when she set up the Radium Institute in 1912. She ensured that
the expertise she had in radioactivity found useful applications in industry and in
medicine.



URSULA FRANKLIN
Science extends into the social milieu around us, and our professions extend into the
outer community. This is very important, and Ursula Franklin was an exemplary
scientist, not only for her publications, but also for her pacifism and feminism. Her
work on Strontium-90 in children's teeth was used for nuclear activism, and the
nuclear atmospheric testing was banned. Her ideas on feminism, and pacifism 
were far ahead of her time. She worked for the Canadian Science council, and helped
shape Canadian science policy. She was a contributor to the document 'Canada
as a conserver society'. 
She envisaged women as different from men, capable of looking at the world in a 
different perspective. According to her: “ Feminism isn't an
employment agency for women; it’s an alternative way of ordering the social space,
in which women are the prototype rather than men. It is based on collaboration
rather than competition. As a youngster, I still remember my feeling of joy that
one could look at the earth differently. That's feminism; everything is differently
oriented. Seeing the same world with different eyes."



Name these female 
scientists

She inspired the Carl Sagan novel `Contact' and the Hollywood 
film based on that, featuring Jodie Foster. A pioneer in astronomy, her thesis studied 
small mass objects which she named as `Brown Dwarfs'. After graduating she spent 
most of her active life searching for alien life. She retired as the director of 
Centre for Search for Extraterrestrial Intelligence (SETI). She is one of the modern 
women, leading work in scientific sphere. We wait for the signal from an Alien, to
 make Jill a legend.

She led two major particle physics projects, one of which ATLAS led to the discovery
of the Higgs Boson. She is the director of CERN, the world's largest collider. She
has been awarded `The Enrico Fermi Prize' of the Italian Physics Society, and the
Fundamental Physics Prize of 2012. Her approach to leadership has been described
as collaborative and inclusive. 

Jill  
Tartar

Fabiola 
Gianotti



International Conference of 
Women in Physics

The International Conference of Women in Physics (ICWIP) working group was
formed within the International Union of Pure and Applied Physics (IUPAP), This
conference aimed at providing network for women scientists has successfully 
gathered more than 200 scientists from more than 50 countries, every three years 
ever since its inception. Women physicists from all over the world come together 
to provide details about the situation of women in their country and brainstorm about
methods to improve the situation. The working group adopts resolution for 
recommending to the IUPAP general assembly, where these are passed as 
resolutions to be implemented. Every three years, the conference is held where 
women report on the improvement since the last conference. As an example we 
describe the most recent conference held at University of Birmingham in 2017. 
The conference with the aim of doing away with divisiveness, instead of competition, 
and encouragement instead of elimination. The order of talks were random, the name 
tags, well, just had our and our university names, and we were requested to sit next 
to a physicist from a different country at each session. The paper proceedings were 
assigned referees who discussed their concerns with the authors, and there was no 
anonymous refereeing.



Gendered Power
Masculine leadership is adjudged as dictatorial, goal oriented, 
whereas female leadership is considerate, transformational 
and people oriented.
 
Effectiveness of feminine leadership is more in team based 
collaborative projects. Given the large projects of today's 
science, feminine leadership might be useful. 

The gravitational waves project, the recent event horizon 
telescope project, the particle physics experiments all 
comprise of 1000 of physicists working
towards a discovery, and this will be a norm in the future.



Is reality Gendered?
Science is a subjective experience and very masculine in it’s attempt to 

 `master nature’ 
-Evelyn Fox Keller

The Linearity of Newton’s Laws is oppressive and Masculine; whereas  
the `uncertainty’ of Quantum Mechanics is feminine 

-Karen Barad 

A Physics with feminine consciousness would be constructive and not  
de-constructive; complexity and non-linearity would be appreciated. 



Tagore and Einstein
Discussions on Objective and Subjective Realism? 

Is there Free Will? 
Quantum Physics is emerging in the way Tagore had predicted-I. Prigogine  

  



Science of Consciousness
• ORCHOR Theory of Penrose


• Consciousness is an orchestrated quantum 
computational process in neuronal microtubules a 
phenomena which then `collapses from the quantum 
wave function’ to a classical state (‘Objective reduction’)


• IIT Theory of Guilio Tononi 


• Integrated Information Theory

Intrinsic  Experience



Integrated Information 
Theory

• Composition.                                    Integration



Information

Exclusion



Perceptronium

(i) Intrinsic: every experience exists within the brain which constructs it . Fig-
ure(5.1)
(ii) Composition: The whole experience has sub structures of which the whole is
composed of; Figure(5.1).
(iii) Information: There is tangible information in the experience, it is not mean-
ingless; and each experience is unique compared to other experiences Figure(5.2).
(iv) Integration: The experience is irreducible, the sub-components are integrated
and cannot be separated; Figure(5.2).
(v) Exclusion: Each experience, and the time frame in which it occurs is unique;
and there is an inside of that experience frame and outside; Figure(5.3).
One then finds an appropriate physical substrate which might correspond to that
experience, and IIT uses a set of logic gates to build the PSE. Here we simply try
to understand what the PSE might be in the real context of the brain. As the brain
comprises of neurones, when one neurone triggers o↵ a signal, it might be responding
to a previous set of neurones, and then its signal triggers a further set of neurones.
If we focus on that one neurone, the ‘Cause’ is the previous neurones triggering,
and the E↵ect is the next set of neurones reacting to this neurone’s trigger. The
composite PSE comprises of a cause-e↵ect repertoire [90].

5.2.2 Perceptronium

Tegmark, motivated by Tononi, asks the question, If the brain comprises of matter,
then what distinguishes ‘conscious matter’ from other matter configurations? Ac-
cording to Tegmark, some particular behaviour of matter makes it conscious. This
‘conscious state of matter’ is called Perceptronium [91]. This state of matter is char-
acterized by the � field (the same notation as Tononi) but corresponds to a physical
quantity, which we physicists understand, and that is mutual information. Given
two subsystems X and Y the mutual entropy is defined as

I(X, Y ) = S(X) + S(Y )� S(X, Y )

where S(X) is the marginal entropy of X and S(Y) the marginal entropy of Y and
S(X,Y) is the entropy of the combination. If X and Y are independent, i.e. there
is no entanglement between X and Y then mutual information is zero. Thus the
number I(X, Y ) is a measure of the correlation/entanglement of the subsystems.
For systems, which do not have obvious divisions, the system is forcibly divided
into its parts along the ‘cruelest cut’ [91]. This is the division which minimizes
mutual information. The minimum of I(X, Y ) gives �, Tegmark’s measure of the
Perceptronium. The conscious state of matter has to have certain other properties
other than maximal integration, and that is information (the state should be able to
store information as in a computer), should be dynamical (should be able to process

x/y p(x) p(y)
0 0.75 0.5
1 0.25 0.5

Table 5.1: Marginal Probabilities

X/Y y=0 y=1
x=0 p(0,0)=0.25 p(0,1)=.0.25
x=1 p(1,0)=0.0 p(1,1)=0.5

Table 5.2: Joint Probabilities

information) independence (should be di↵erent from rest of the world), integrated
(parts of the system are strongly correlated as opposed to being independent), should
be autonomous and useful [91]. In other words, consciousness is a condensate of
matter capable of information processing, If we take Tegmark’s theory seriously,
then consciousness is a state of matter which is maximally integrated. Of the known
physical systems, most do not have as much integration as our grey matters have.
Nature some time as it evolved, found a way to maximally integrate information,
and then we had consciousness. As it is a matter of detailed neuroscience to discuss
this, we take a simple entropy example to discuss mutual information. This is not
an example of conscious matter, but it describes what mutual information is and
how that determines �, and how it can quantify consciousness. Let there be two
random variables X and Y. Let the two values X and Y can take be 0 and 1 [92]. The
Marginal probabilities of the individual variables p(x) and p(y) tell us the chances
of finding x=0, x=1 and y=0 and y=1 respectively as in Table (5.1). Using the
Shannon definition of entropy

SX = �
X

x

px log px

where the sum is over all the values the variable X takes, one gets

SX = 0.244

SY = 0.301

Next, we take a system with joint X and Y variables, and we have the following
table for the joint probabilities p(x, y), that is the chances we find both X=0, Y=0,
i.e. p(0,0), then chances of finding X=0 and Y=1 i.e. p(0,1) and so forth as in the
following table (5.2)

The joint Entropy is therefore

SX,Y =
X

x

X

y

p(x, y) log p(x, y) = 0.45
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From the above the mutual information is

I(X, Y ) = S(X) + S(Y )� S(X, Y ) = 0.095

Given that the system can be partitioned only in one way this is the ‘cruelest cut’
and therefore � = 0.095 for this system. Thus if � is a measure of consciousness it
is 0.095 for this system. Tegmark gives more complicated examples including those
of error correcting codes, and how error erasing contributes to integration. Tegmark
proposes that the error erasing process led to the eventual maximally integrated
perceptronium. All those details and further discussion on the other properties of
consciousness can be found in [91].

5.3 Gendered Consciousness

In the following we discuss how consciousness can become gendered. There are
various discussions about whether a newborn has consciousness, [90], but whether an
infant has gendered consciousness or not is one layer above that question. There are
studies about the di↵erence of male and female babies’ response to various external
e↵ects but those psychological studies are much disputed [10]. In the following we
shall discuss in detail, much of the ‘social conditioning’ which leads young children
to acquire stereotypes and develop ‘socially’ dimorphic behaviour patterns. We shall
discuss how our current day culture, education, and environment flash stereotypes
at us. But to begin with we present a rather speculative ‘fun’ math calculation of
gendered consciousness.

5.3.1 Math of Gendered Consciousness

If we follow Tononi and Tegmark, then conscious experience has a physical sub-
strate, which is basically a network of information processing, as in a digital gadget.
Whereas, in my opinion that is too simplistic, as unlikely at that micro-level in-
formation is digital or even quantum. However, let us agree with their definition,
as at least one currently has a quantitative measure of the �. Given Tegmark’s
definition of the � as mutual information when a system is partitioned along the
cruelest cut, we take the simple system above and discuss how gender might change
in the system. Given that most parts of the brain are the same, only way Gender
can make a di↵erence is in the joint entropy of the two variables. Di↵erent parts
of the brain communicate di↵erently for the male and female [43]; and the table
of joint entropy of let us say a female is di↵erent from the above Table(5.2)(which
could be a male’s). A female gender p(x,y) is given let us say as in Table(5.3). Then



G-Perceptronium

X/Y y=0 y=1
x=0 p(0,0)= 0.30 p(0,1)=0.21
x=1 p(1,0)=0.04 p(1,1)=0.45

)

Table 5.3: Gendered Joint Probabilities

we find that from the above
� = 0.0338

What does the di↵erence in � indicate, a di↵erent consciousness? Perhaps it does,
but one would link it to the cause and e↵ect repertoire, and how the same experience
results in a di↵erent set of triggers for the female brain. The same external stimuli
brings let us say anger in one gender, and empathy in the other. The cause and
e↵ect repertoire is di↵erent in di↵erent brains and therefore a di↵erent thought as a
result of the ”experience”, A very simple example from my childhood is the reaction
to a worm from my two young cousins (still not that much socially conditioned) ,
one out of fear hid behind me, the other more younger went and stamped out the
worm. Whereas, I am not bringing the gender of the two in discussion, the same
sensory reception does not produce the same conscious experience and reaction in
individuals, there is always a variation. Whereas one is not commenting on a di-
morphism, but a spectrum of behaviours, and our brains have a clue to why we
behave di↵erently. This di↵erence in � might be inherent property of the brain, or
environment induced due to brain plasticity. One day we should be able to scientif-
ically control and predict consciousness. We next discuss how social conditioning,
and parental influence a↵ect the gendered consciousness of our being.

5.3.2 Social Conditioning and Gendered Consciousness

How early do girls and boys get separate feedback from their environment? What
other information is added to the brain, every time the mother and the father are
playing with the child, talking to the child, behaving di↵erently in front of the
child. Social and psychological experiments have been a big field of research of how
we raise our girls to be di↵erent than boys and create these segregated ‘collective
consciousness’ or ‘group thinks’. These constructs create a strange dichotomy in the
social and public spheres. If I remember my childhood, I went to an all girls school,
where before India acquired independence and became a constitutional republic,
princesses were groomed for marriage purposes [93]. Though our curriculum was
mostly gender neutral, there were stitching classes, dance classes etc, which were
probably di↵erent than in the boy’s schools. We had a mixed gender group of friends
at home, but in my birthdays I only got dolls, fortunately we were so influenced by
the boys that we played football and the dolls were also used for such purposes
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The G-Perceptronium is different from the previously calculated one



and psychological contexts [94]. Feminisms have taken on Newton’s laws as ‘oppres-
sive’ and quantum theory as more open to feminist consciousness [84]. All these are
relevant, as one has seen that math scores have been gender equilibrated using a
balance of ‘masculine and feminine’ problems in the test. This is completely lacking
as of now in physics education, in most of the introductory physics text books at
the Undergraduate level, At the mundane level, Newton’s laws, friction, concepts of
work and energy are introduced using workers in overalls: all men pushing crates up
and down inclined planes. The alienation of the feminine is almost complete through
out the course. These begin early, at the school level, and of course the question is
should women change to adopt and push crates in warehouses, or should the physics
example include the domestic spheres, e.g. children playing in parks, whirling wash-
ing machines, or ballet dance steps? In the previous Chapter, we had discussed a
set of binary words given in thesis by D. C. Jammula [88]. The author posits that
the first set of words coincide with the white male middle class student’s conscious
subjectivity, and that is why it alienates the ‘other’ and eliminates diversity. this
should be true of any field of study, the elitist Physics does reinforce this type of
male behaviour, which I label as Feynmanisms (which I am not judging as good or
bad, but definitely not feminine). In fact, some of my peers went to the extent of
mimicking safe cracking (read stealing from behind closed doors) skills of Feynman.
I would like to add that generations of male role models in physics have reinforced
the masculine consciousness of mainstream physics thought, and most of us women,
try to adopt the masculine ‘swagger’ to stay in the field and be acceptable to the
community. At a recent talk at the same undergraduate college 25 years later, I got
the same response, most of the students, including some women identified them-
selves with the male gender, and very few with the female gender. The concept of
multiple presentations of physics, sensitive to each students’ background as posited
in the thesis [88], (e.g. a female student relates to physics of the violin) brings us to
the next discussion, which is called Feminist materialism.

Feminist materialism is another aspect which is being currently discussed as
aspects of subjective realism, and which a↵ect choices women make in their careers.
Karen Barad, a theoretical physicist, and a philosopher, has through her writings
brought forth a collaboration of the material world, the biological body. Her in-
terpretation of the quantum theory as entangled with various thought processes of
today including feminism, provides seeds for a new ‘feminist materialism’. When
a student walks into the classroom, the body being male or female, and the entire
classroom’s composition, be it material or human comprise the entire system. This
process of being includes the body in synergy with its material surroundings, as
opposed to alienated from it. Whereas these are very deep explorations of what
realism is, the very process of Newtonian linear determinism is rejected in favour
of complexity and ‘agential realism’. It is much argued and observed that humans

Feminist Materialism
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EFFICACY

• It is almost 50 years since Vera Rubin showed that the 
galaxies rotate in a way where there might be additional 
matter away from the centre, decades since the 
cosmologists found that the universe is accelerating and 
we haven’t found dark energy or dark matter.


• If the field was more open and less insular a young girl 
from Tunisia might have had the ideas of how to solve the 
dark energy and the dark matter puzzle.


